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CLIMATE CHANGE AND FORCED MIGRATION:
CANADA’S ROLE
Climate change threatens to cause the largest refugee crisis in human history.1

1

INTRODUCTION

In January 2013, CNN Travel listed a trip to the Maldives as one of five “urgent
experiences for 2013.” 2 Reports that rising sea levels are “exceeding our worst
expectations” may mean that this low-lying nation of islands in the Indian Ocean will
soon be uninhabitable, displacing its 400,000 citizens “decades ahead of schedule.” 3
For more than 25 years, governments have been aware that climate change may
lead to the forced migration of millions of people.4 Now, with the effects of climate
change becoming increasingly apparent in some parts of the world, the fear of mass
migration may escalate within the international community.5
Some population displacement will come directly as a result of rising sea levels
or extreme weather events that leave some regions uninhabitable. However, much
of the displacement will be caused indirectly, as a result of gradual environmental
degradation leading to shortages in food, fresh water and energy. Such shortages
may in turn give rise to armed conflict and violence.6 According to a U.S. national
security analysis organization, “Climate change acts as a threat multiplier for instability
in some of the most volatile regions of the world.” 7 The least developed states in Africa,
Asia and Latin America, as well as small, low-lying island states, are the most likely to
produce climate migrants.8

2

LIKELY NUMBER OF CLIMATE MIGRANTS

Estimates of the number of people who will be compelled to move by 2050 because of
climate change range from 25 million to 1 billion.9 The most widely cited figure appears
to be 200 million climate migrants by 2050.10 It has also been estimated that between
500 million and 600 million people (approximately 10% of the world’s population) are
at extreme risk due to climate change.11
The numbers are difficult to predict because of the numerous and interrelated
assumptions on which they are based, including assumptions about future global
population and economic growth, the timing and impact of climate change events,
and climate change – related motivations for people to move.
More accurate numbers may be considered for the subset of climate migrants who
will have to move when their homes are flooded due to rising sea levels. One study
projects that “between 7–70 million and 20–300 million additional people will be flooded
each year by 3 to 4ºC of warming causing 20–80 cm of sea level rise (low and high
population growth assumptions respectively)” 12 [author’s emphasis].
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To put these figures in perspective, the number of “refugees of concern” to the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) at the beginning of 2011 was
10.5 million. This represents about 5% of the 200 million climate migrants predicted by
2050. The UNHCR recently reported that “more people are already displaced annually
by natural disasters than by conflict.” 13
Experts estimate that most people who are uprooted by climate change will remain
in their own countries,14 but a minority will need to relocate abroad.15 Considering the
sheer number of climate migrants expected in the coming years, even a small fraction
seeking to resettle in Canada could constitute a large number relative to Canada’s
current intake of new residents. In 2011, Canada accepted 249,000 new permanent
residents.16 Only about 36,200 of these were accepted for humanitarian reasons; the
balance were workers or family members being reunited in Canada.

3

CANADA’S LEGAL OBLIGATIONS
TOWARDS CLIMATE MIGRANTS

Those who think that Canada should play a role in addressing the issue of climate
migrants have proposed several reasons in support of this position, including:


to support international peace and order;



to mitigate further damage to the global ecosystem, such as deforestation that
may occur with uncontrolled mass migration;



to fulfil a moral obligation to take responsibility for the effects of climate change
because Canada contributed to creating the problem; and



to provide humanitarian assistance to those in need around the world.17

In December 2010, Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
(including Canada) adopted the Cancún agreements, which promote “measures to
enhance understanding, coordination and cooperation with regard to climate change
induced displacement, migration and planned relocation.” 18

3.1

CANADA’S CURRENT ROLE IN RESETTLING CLIMATE MIGRANTS

None of the various streams in Canada’s humanitarian immigration program – the
refugee stream, a stream for humanitarian and compassionate cases, and cases
where people are admitted temporarily when it is “justified in the circumstances” –
recognizes climate migrants.
The main humanitarian immigration stream is for refugees. Refugees come to Canada
in one of two ways: either they are selected abroad to receive a permanent resident
visa to come to Canada or they come to Canada on their own and claim protection
once here.
A refugee chosen while abroad may qualify to come to Canada as either a “Convention
refugee” 19 or a “person in similar circumstances.” 20 Convention refugees have a wellfounded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or
LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT
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membership in a particular social group. Under the current law, neither environmental
nor economic reasons qualify a person as a Convention refugee or as a person in
similar circumstances.
Those who make their own way here and claim protection after arrival are generally
allowed to stay if they would face torture if returned home or if they would face a risk to
their life or a risk of cruel and unusual punishment that is not faced generally by other
individuals in that country. As is the case of refugees chosen from abroad, Canada’s
current inland refugee system does not recognize climate migrants.
Canada also provides permanent resident status to people who do not qualify
as refugees, or under any other immigration class, when this status is justified by
humanitarian and compassionate considerations or public policy considerations.21
This discretionary power provides flexibility for Canada to accept people in compelling
and exceptional circumstances that have not been anticipated by the legislation. From
time to time, the government uses this power to establish policies admitting groups
of people in prescribed circumstances. For example, in 2007, the power was used
to facilitate the immigration of approximately 150 Vietnamese people who had been
living in the Philippines without status since the 1970s. To date, it appears that this
power has never been used to admit climate or other environmental migrants to Canada.
Finally, Canada allows some foreigners who are inadmissible or who do not meet
the regular immigration requirements to stay in Canada temporarily when it is “justified
in the circumstances.” 22 Temporary resident permits are discretionary and are issued
to those in compelling circumstances when the need for the person to be in Canada
outweighs the risks. The government issues temporary resident permits both to
people in certain groups, such as victims of trafficking, and to individuals in unique
circumstances. It appears that temporary resident permits have not been issued to
climate migrants.
The lack of provision in Canada’s current immigration system for the admission of
people displaced for reasons directly related to climate change is consistent with
international law, which does not recognize such people as refugees.23 However if
Canada decided to extend refugee-type protection to climate migrants, legislative
changes would not necessarily be required. Regulatory changes or policy direction
alone could suffice.

3.2

A FUTURE ROLE FOR CANADA

Canada traditionally has been among a handful of developed countries that set annual
quotas to resettle refugees from abroad.24 During 2010, 22 countries admitted a total of
98,800 refugees for resettlement, which represented 1% of the 10.5 million refugees
worldwide that year. The United States led the way, accepting 71,400 refugees. Canada
accepted 12,100, and Australia accepted 8,500.25 The total number of people Canada
accepts for humanitarian reasons every year is larger than the figure shown, as in
addition to refugees, it includes dependants of refugees, and other categories of
people in need of protection.
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It is impossible to predict with any degree of certainty how many additional people each
year will need resettlement due to the effects of climate change. However, it seems
certain that climate change will be the source of additional pressure on Canada’s
humanitarian immigration program to expand, perhaps substantially, in the coming
decades.
If refugees are able to integrate well into the Canadian labour market and society,
Canada may stand to gain from a new influx of migrants. But there are costs associated
with helping newcomers to integrate into Canadian society, especially in cases where
skills are not relevant or recognized in the Canadian job market, and where newcomers
speak neither English nor French.
However, increasing the number of refugees admitted to Canada from abroad each
year is only one of the possible responses Canada could consider. Resettlement abroad
in a country like Canada is an expensive solution available to only a small proportion
of the world’s refugees. It is therefore generally considered only in cases where neither
voluntary repatriation nor local integration is feasible.26
For climate migrants, repatriation or local integration may be good options, because,
unlike traditional refugees, climate migrants would technically still enjoy the protection
of their own governments.27 In some cases, climate-induced migration may simply
represent an inability of developing countries to adapt to changing conditions. In these
instances, Canada and other countries could consider providing development
assistance – to strengthen coastal defences or to resettle climate migrants in
new areas within their own countries, for example – as an effective way to help
some larger groups of climate migrants.28
Of course, such activities are simply short-term coping mechanisms to manage the
consequences of the problem while the world, including Canada, struggles to address
the root cause by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

4

CONCLUSION

Best estimates suggest that hundreds of millions of people could be on the move in the
coming decades due to the impacts of climate change. Canada has an opportunity now
to plan an orderly and effective response to the coming crisis.
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